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5.9% April 2023

Alberta Unemployment 

Edmonton's Industrial vacancy rate remains steady at 3.5% as we head into Summer 2023. There are still opportunities for both
Tenants and Purchasers looking for a new home, but there has been significant movement in Lease Rates (particularly in the
neighboring municipalities). Starting to see asking lease rates up to $20+ per SF for Free-Standing Industrial shops with average
site coverage and deals being completed at base rates greater than $15 SF.

Sale prices have not moved in step with lease rates but it looks like we are getting close to the top of interest rates, which will
give purchasers some clarity (and confidence) when budgeting to purchase. We expect this will lead to increased prices,
especially when comparing to new construction pricing. 
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1. VACANCY: Plateaued around 3.5% through Q1 2023 in Greater Edmonton – not much movement in vacancy from the

start of the year to the end of Q1. Spike in Leduc-Nisku vacancy as new product (vacant) entered the market.

2. PRICING: Starting to see a larger spread in Lease Rates between "desirable" and "challenged" properties.

3. PROVINCIAL ELECTION: Provincial election at the end of May is causing some to question Provincial leadership

(both current and future!).

3 TAKEAWAYS FOR MAY 2023:

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

LEASED:  3813  98  St ,  Edmonton AVAILABLE:  9519  58  Ave ,  Edmonton

AICRE Commercial is pleased to have worked with the
tenant in the lease of 6,303 SF in south Edmonton. The
property offers great drive-around access and a functional
office layout. 

57,136 SF w/ 2.60 Acres (+/-)
Dual manufacturing shops
Multiple cranes

For Lease
Two Buildings w/ Yard & Office
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